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Click for Actions 

Click an ad unit, or an element in an ad unit, 
to take further actions  



How to Add Actions 

1. Create an element 
on the stage 2. Select the element (or click the stage to 

add actions directly to the stage) 

3. Choose an action 



Action Category 

Link: navigate to a URL 

Form: fill a form and submit 

Behavior: more advanced action options 



Link 

1. Choose link 2. Input a URL 3. Pick a link type 



 The link will be opened in a new window/tab in the default 
browser, usually a standalone browser (e.g. Safari in iPhone). 

Link Type: External  



 In an MRAID-compliant container, the link will be opened within the 
same web window/tab where the creative is, with an expanded display 
size (e.g., expanded to a full screen view). In a non-MRAID container 
(e.g., mobile browser), it is the same as external. 

Link Type: Internal 



 In an MRAID-compliant container, the link will be opened in an internal 
web view, usually a built-in web view provided by an MRAID SDK or 
container. In a non-MRAID container (e.g., a mobile browser), the link 
will be opened within the same web window/tab where the creative is.  

Link Type: Expand  



Behaviors 



How to Add Behaviors 

Click a behavior to add. You may 
add multiple behaviors for each 
element .  These added behaviors 
will be executed in the listed order.  



Manage Added Behaviors 

Organize added behaviors 

Edit behavior parameters  

Define triggering event  



Event Types 

Click: The behavior is triggered when the element is clicked 

Appear: The behavior is triggered when the element appears on the stage 
(even when it is invisible with opacity =0). One good example of using 
“appear” to trigger a behavior, is to pause an animation playback at certain 
time by assigning a “pause” behavior to an element.  

 Note: Some behaviors, like placing a call, can only be triggered by clicking 



Behavior Parameters 

Each behavior may come with one or more parameters, depending on the 
nature of the behavior (e.g., a phone number for placing a call).   

 

Each behavior has an optional parameter called “Event Name”, which is used 
to define some semantic level identifier. Event name is shown in the 
tracking report and is helpful to evaluate the engagement of an campaign.  



Behavior Category 

Category Description 

Playback control Control the playback of animation content 

Transition MRAID-compliant ad unit transition 

Phone Functions Use native phone features like sms 

Other Other advanced behaviors, e.g., callback 



Playback Control 
Behavior Description 

Goto and Play* Go to certain frame and continue playback 

Goto and Stop Go to certain frame and pause 

Pause Pause the animation at current  position 

Play Resume the animation playback 

Next Frame Go to the next frame and pause 

Previous Frame Go to the previous frame and pause 

* Please refer to “Mastering IDE” to understand more on frames 



Transition 

Behavior Description 

Expand Expand an ad unit according to MRAID.expand 

Resize Resize an ad unit according to MRAID.resize 



Phone Functions 
Behavior Description 

Make a call Place a phone call 

Short message* Send a short message 

Send email Send an email 

Save picture* Store a picture to local gallery 

Calendar* Add a designated calendar event 

Map Open a map for a designated location 

Play video Play either inline or full screen video 

* These features need an MRAID-compliant SDK support 



Others 

Behavior Description 

Callback* Define a JavaScript-based callback function  

* Please refer to “Mugeda API” to understand more on Mugeda’s 
development environment.  



Play Video: Case Study 



Play Video: Set Parameters 

Video URL 

Location. If inline video is supported (e.g. on an 
iPad), the video will be played in designated region. 
If inline video is not supported (e.g., on an iPhone),  
the video will be played full screen, with location 
settings ignored.  

Assigned a semantic identifier 

Whether to display playback control 

Whether to display close button 



Play Video: In Action 

On an iPad, the video will be 
played in designated 
rectangle region.  

On an iPhone, the 
video will be played in 
full screen.  



Form 



Symbols 
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